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A luxury charter vacation in The Bahamas on a Horizon PC60
enables prospective buyers to try before they buy.
Story & photos by Liz Pasch
With hundreds of boats and yachts at boat shows to see,
it can be difficult for prospective yacht buyers to determine

Our 7AM flight on Watermakers Air (watermakersair.com)

which one ideally fits their cruising needs. Even if they

from the Fort Lauderdale Executive Airport lands on Andros

schedule a sea trial, a few hours on the water don’t provide

Cay to check into Bahamian customs before continuing on to

enough time for many would-be owners to assess if the

Staniel Cay, where we board our luxury on-the-water home

boat meets their needs. The Horizon Powercat Company,

for the next four days. La Manguita is docked at the Staniel

however, is among those that offer buyers a “try before you

Cay Yacht Club. (Note to self: book a return trip to the Yacht

buy” option, which effectively eliminates unmet expectations

Club.) Captain Adam Bentley and Chef Kelly Slater greet us on

or buyer’s remorse.

the aft deck with cool, moist towels, champagne, and ginger

In April, my husband, Juan, and I were invited to see
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Charter Journal: Day 1

ale for Juan. After receiving our food preference sheet a few

how the program works on a “pre-purchase” charter in

weeks prior to our charter, Chef Kelly researched Juan’s very

the Exumas aboard La Manguita, a 2012 Horizon PC60

restrictive diet—for people with dietary restrictions, a crewed

(Hull #2). In fact, La Manguita’s owner chartered a Horizon

charter is the way to go since yacht chefs are trained to plan

Powercat before he bought his own and liked the program

and prepare highly customized menus for charter guests. (Kelly

so well, he set it up for charter operation to offset costs.

studied at Ashburton School in the U.K.)
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Previous page: La Manguita anchored off Big Majors Cay, so much closer to the beach
than all the other yachts; Chef Kelly's scrumptious lunch; La Manguita crew, Chef Kelly
Slater and Captain Adam Bentley
Above: Leigh Ford gets friendly with the pigs on Big Majors Cay.
Below: A guest at Compass Cay keeps her cool with the marina "locals."

A short, five-minute cruise later we’re anchored off

The nurse sharks in Compass Cay Marina welcome

teeny, transparent, pulsating jellyfish—the smallest I’ve ever

swimmers and even nudge them affectionately. I’ve never

seen. After breakfast we set out on a walk to the other

snorkeled in a marina, but here the tide runs hard and fast

side of the island. Personalized signs crafted by previous

so the water is always clean and clear like an aquarium. The

visitors entertain us on the way and provide a sense of their

one downside of Compass Cay are the flies and no-see-

personalities. I’m quite certain they’ll return to rekindle their

ums that come out at dusk. But our captain already has the

relationship with the island, the people, the sea life, the sun,

companions retire early, but I enjoy the solitude under the

Izinglass enclosures on, he fogged the interior and turned

and especially the water. Never have I seen so many shades

“Cruisers’ Beach” on Big Major Cay. This is one of those

inky night sky dotted with stars, planets and constellations.

on the air conditioning. The room is bug-free and cool as

of blue. (Note to self: look up and count all the names of

times in which a shallow-draft boat really shines. While

Islands visited: Andros (Congo Town airport), Black

a cucumber for dinner. [Advantage #4: The open top deck

shades of blue.)

all the other boats anchor a good distance away from

Point, Staniel Cay, Big Majors Cay

offers the best of both options: climate-controlled comfort

the beach and tender in, we’re within a short swimming
distance and leave the tender tied to the mother ship.

Charter Journal: Day 2

We anchor near Cambridge Cay to snorkel. Greedy little

or open air cruising.] Islands visited: Pipe Cay, His ‘n

fish feast on our leftover bread from breakfast. There are

Her Cay, Compass Cay

so many varieties of coral here unlike other reefs damaged

[Advantage #1: Shallow draft makes it easier/faster to

No trip to the Exumas is complete without a visit to

get started on the activities of a vacation charter since

"Thunderball Cave," the grotto near Staniel Cay featured

you don’t have to take the tender to the beach—you

in the 1965 James Bond movie Thunderball. We’re

just take the whole boat.]

there during low tide so it’s easier to enter the jagged

aquarium through the window behind me. It teems with

and wasabi. Our host, Richard Ford of Horizon Powercats,

cave entrance, but the tide is still strong so we take care

cohabitating sealife: a school of fish, nurse sharks and

explains the vital importance of minding the tides when

High on The Bahamas’ cruising bucket list is visiting the
legendary pigs that inhabit the other end of Big Majors Cay.

entering. Once inside, holes in the cave ceiling let in natural

They’re fond of the carrots we bring them for dinner, and

light and we explore all three rooms. (Note to self: watch

we return to the boat for ours—grilled red snapper, roasted

Thunderball again.)

vegetables, pumpkin puree, and baked cheesecake.

Back on board, Kelly replenishes our energy stores with

With the RIB in the water, there’s plenty of room on the

banana nut bread, scones from her grandmother’s recipe,

upper deck for stargazing on lounge chairs. My cruising

gluten-free blueberry muffins, and lattes. We weigh anchor

by novice divers, and it’s an easy swim clockwise around

Charter Journal: Day 3

the island. Afterward we sate ourselves on platters of sushi

I freshen up at the sink and the mirror reflects the marina-

and sashimi accompanied with three tasty sauces, ginger

Above left & right: Guests in La Manguita's VIP queen stateroom down to starboard wake to
a water-level view. The main level, full-beam, king master boasts a pop-up flat-screen TV and
separate head and shower compartments down just a few steps on the port side.
Below: The salon is both casual and elegant, with the galley open for conversation with the
chef. Right: Sunset sets the mood for relaxed candlelight dining on the aft deck.

but instead of taking the long way around the island used by
most cruising boats, we head for the narrow—and shallow—
pass where few others venture. [Advantage #2: The shallow
draft saves time and fuel, and extends the cruising range.]
We anchor between Compass Cay and Pipe Cay in
the tongue of the very strong current. Kelly serves our
lunch—shrimp and gluten-free pasta—on the top deck
under the hard top, where the shade and breeze keep us
cool as we enjoy the view and conversation. [Advantage
#3: The broad beam of a powercat—comparable to the
LOA of much larger yachts—offers space for three or four
couples to gather as a group but also has intimate social
areas for alone time.]
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cruising The Bahamas. He once came upon an elderly

of the island. Just 5 miles from Nassau, investors

woman who had been snorkeling with her husband but got

bought and partially developed part of the island

separated. She couldn’t get back in the dinghy so Richard

with a large pond and retaining wall, but it fell into

helped her in, but her husband was nowhere in sight. They

receivership.

followed the tide and finally found him several hundred
yards away gasping for breath.
Our overnight mooring at Warderick Wells is directly

We weave between coral heads on the west side
of the island and find a sandy spot to safely anchor.
Ours is the only boat here save for Ellis in his kayak.

across from the beach—and the dinosaur skeleton—where

He’s a property manager for a homeowner on the

happy hour cruisers arrive on tenders. We happily float

island and takes a break from fishing to join us for

behind La Manguita for our own private happy hour—sans

snorkeling—two lobsters peek out from under a coral

the no-see-ums—accompanied by cherry tomato and

ledge, and a large ray rests on the bottom partially

basil bruschetta. The bow sunpads invite après-dinner

covered in sand.

group-stargazing and storytelling on our third cloudless,

Kelly gives Ellis leftover provisions from our charter

moonlit night. Islands visited: Cambridge Cay, Halls

and I hand his friend a “Nike” hat I spotted while

Pond (Johnny Depp’s island), Warderick Wells

snorkeling. We cruise to Nassau and tie up at Bay
Street Marina, with new docks, the Green Parrot bar/

Charter Journal: Day 4

restaurant and a view of Atlantis. Nassau’s noise

Captain Adam brings us to the beach in the RIB to

and busyness preps us for the return to our pre-

hike the land portion of the Exumas Land & Sea Park.

charter lives. Islands visited: Rose Island, New

The marked route is only 2.5 miles, but the jagged,

Providence

lava-rock path and hill make it feel much longer. (My
toe-covered hiking sandals are ideal but some of the
hikers in flip-flops turn back.) On top of the hill, treasure

Charter Journal Wrap-Up
As a pretend, would-be, highly critical, yacht-buying

in the form of shells and sea glass—usually found on

couple, Juan and I found the Horizon PC60 met and

the beach a couple of hundred feet below us—are from

exceeded all of our needs and expectations. Every

the storm surge and the surf blowing them up through

detail—layout, finishing, efficiency, equipment, etc.—was

blowholes. The mangroves had been wiped out from

considered on the Horizon PC60, and it’s obvious that

previous storms but are making a comeback and we

a team of experienced cruisers designed it. Juan and I

tread carefully not to disturb them. (Note: Mangrove

have long been fans of catamarans, but this yacht really

trees have a “sacrificial” leaf, which takes on the salinity

impressed us. As charter clients, however, there was

of the water so that the rest of the tree can live.)

something lacking… The trip just wasn’t long enough.

It’s a windy cruise to Highborne Cay in choppy water,
and we anchor in Horseshoe Bay. [Advantage #5:

— Horizon PC60 Specifications —

The ride is stable and comfortable in all conditions.]

LOA/LWL: 60' 9"/52' 6"

Highborne Cay Marina is frequently booked, especially

Beam: 24' 6"

with the popularity of Xuma, a great spot for sunset

Draft: 4' 9"

cocktails and dinner. Horseshoe Bay has white

Fuel/Water: 1,000/300 U.S. gal.

pavilions for shade, beautiful landscaping, a fresh

Power: 2x Cummins QSM11 705-hp

water shower and is an easy walk to the marina—take

Generator: Onan 22.5kW (50Hz) or 21.5kW (60Hz)

the shortcut along the shallow bay. Islands visited:

Contact:

Highborne Cay

The Powercat Company
7351 Wiles Road, Suite 105

Charter Journal: Day 5

Coral Springs, FL 33067

I’m already awake for our 7 AM cruise to Rose Island

horizonpowercatamarans.com

for one more snorkel before our afternoon flights. We

charters@horizonpowercatamarans.com

pull into a doughnut-shaped canal on the east side

Leigh Ford; (954) 803-8098
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